WHCC Sports and Events
We’re using ROES Events as our ordering software for Sports and Events. This is a special version of
ROES, written specifically for high volume events. There are two primary differences to the Sports
and Events ROES. The first difference is the ability to customize products with graphics. For the
graphics you have the choice of utilizing one of 10 different template themes we have pre-built into
ROES or you can design your own graphics and integrate them into the software. The second main
difference is the ability to create custom packages for your clients. You determine what products
you’d like to group together for your packages. There is no limit to the number of packages you
create or the combination of products you choose.
WHCC Sports and Events is a separate catalog and application because of the varied nature of
sports and event photography. While this version of ROES is separate from our traditional line, you
can expect the same great quality, same great service and free shipping you’ve become accustomed
to at WHCC.
Placing an order with WHCC Events is a two step process.
1.
Create the package sets you’ll be using for the event.
2.
Creating the order.
Creating your package sets for each event can be done in a few ways. You have the ability to save
custom products and packages in ROES. This means that once you’ve configured a product or
package set, those products and packages are available for any order from that point forward,
without any additional work on your part. You can group package sets in any fashion you’d like.
This allows you to have different packages and configurations for the different Events, Schools or
Leagues you photograph.
Orders can be created using various methods (Manually and Automatically) depending on the
amount of variable data/text you’d like to incorporate into your event. Many of the products can
have text nodes or multiple images associated with them. ROES Events allows you to automatically
populate image and text nodes, eliminating the need to do the graphic composition in Photoshop.
To automatically populate image and text nodes ROES requires data. You can use the ROES
application to enter data into the subject info fields or you can use a .csv file created with a
spreadsheet program to populate the nodes. The .csv method is your best choice if your order is
large and contains variable text for the products. By the same token, if you prefer to do all of your
graphic creation in Photoshop or your packages consist purely of image files, ROES Events allows
you to easily populate the products with the standard drag and drop method.
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Automatically Creating an Order

Creating an Event Order Automatically
Automatically created orders are best used when placing larger orders and orders with individual
text and data entry on specialty items, such as Memory Mates and Trading cards. The automatic
method utilizes a small data file to specify which items get what text information and images you
designate. ROES can automatically populate each package with the appropriate images and text
while still allowing you to verify and review the final order before submitting for print.
Automatic event orders utilize a data set to organize your individual client orders into one large
order. If you want orders to be individually packaged for delivery, it’s necessary to submit a table of
information that guides us in fulfilling the orders and packages properly.
Creating and ordering an event requires three basic steps.
1.
Create and modify your package sets in ROES (see pages 5 & 6).
2.
Create the data set that will be used for your order.
3.
Link the images, packages and data to complete the order.
You have two different options available while creating your data set for your order. One option is
to populate the required fields using the actual ROES application. ROES can create a blank/empty
data set that you can then use to populate and create the order. The second and recommended
method is to use a spreadsheet program. With this method you will enter the data into a
spreadsheet while saving it as a .csv file for uploading to the ROES program. This is the quickest and
easiest method.
The minimum required data involves four columns: ‘CustID’,’ IndivImage’, ‘GroupIMG’ and ‘Packages’.
These four fields are the minimum amount of data required to fulfill an order whether you are using
the .csv file example or using ROES to create the data.
CustID is the value we will use for individual packaging. This can be your clients name or a number.
Any products in an order containing the same CustID will be packaged together in the windowed
envelope.
IndivImage and GroupIMG contain the file names for both the individual and group images.
Packages is where you will enter the data for the various packages and add ons that a client has
ordered. The package names should correspond with the names of packages you have already
created in your ‘Favorites’ in ROES.
The sample .csv file, that we provide, is quite extensive and contains more columns of data than
most users will need to take advantage of. The added columns are there so that someone who is
using a great deal of variable data for items like trader cards, has adequate columns for inputting
the data available for that product. If you are using the example file we provide, you will simply
disregard any of the columns that you are not interested in.
Once you are set with your corresponding data you can create the actual event order in ROES. Start
by clicking on the ‘Events’ tab located in the very top right bar of the ROES window. This screen will
allow you to add a new event. Select the plus sign on the bottom left of ROES and name your event
with something that makes sense to you. Next, select the ‘Subject Info’ arrow located in the bottom
lower right of ROES. This will bring up a window that allows you to choose how your data will be
associated with your event order. You will then select to import the .csv file you created or you can
create the file using ROES by selecting ‘create an empty table with preset fields’.
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Below is an example walking through ROES while creating an event without a csv data file (not
recommended). Select the bottom option, ‘Create an empty table with preset fields’.

From the pull down, select ‘4 fields’ and enter the number of subjects (client orders) that you’ll have
for this entire event.
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Next, select the package set you’ll be using for this event from the drop down box.

Then, select your images. If your images are ready, select ‘Yes’ and browse to the folder on your
computer containing the images. If the images are not ready but you want to continue to create
your event, you can select ‘No’ and add them at a later time.
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Selecting ‘No’ will bring up an empty spreadsheet with the four minimum headings requirements.
You can now use the ROES interface to enter the ‘Customer ID’ and ‘Package data’ using the
keyboard. Click on the field and enter the data. For entering the image data, you have two choices.
You can either enter the file names into the appropriate fields or you can simply drag and drop the
thumbnails into the appropriate selection to populate the fields.

To browse for your images, click on the ‘add folder’ icon and navigate to the folder containing your
images.
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Once a folder is selected, the image thumbnails will populate into the lower part of the ROES
window.

Once the thumbnails are displayed you can click and drag each image into the proper position in the
spreadsheet.

Once your images are in the proper areas, you will need to tell ROES what image goes into which
product or image node on a product. This is called field association. This only needs to be done the
first time you use a package set. Once completed, field association is saved for any future orders. To
field associate you will click on ‘Associate Fields’ tabs in the lower right corner of ROES.
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This will bring up a window that will walk you through each of the packages from your Favorites that
you’ve chosen for the event. At the bottom of the window you’ll see the four headings from the data
set, ‘CustID’, ‘IndivImage’, ‘GroupIMG, and ‘Packages’. You will use these headings to determine what
images goes where in the package.
In this simple example, we’re only populating images, there is no text data to field associate. Locate
the image headings (IndivImage and GroupIMG), click on ‘IndivImage’ and drag that label into each
node that requires that image. In the case of wallet products, you only need to populate the node
labeled 1, the others will copy automatically.

If you have names and other text data you wanted to auto populate on your products, you’d do the
association the same way. Clicking and dragging the heading with the text data you wish to use on
any product.
Once the first package is complete, continue with the remaining packages. Continue to walk through
each package making sure you’ve assigned the appropriate image to each image node. Once you’ve
associated the fields in all packages, you’re ready to let ROES create the order. Click on the ‘Back
to Events’ tab in the far lower left of ROES to load the order overview window. Click on the ‘Review
Order’ button in the lower right corner.
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The first client’s package will show in the workspace, each image node should be populated with
the appropriate image. Verify that the image is correct and the crop is correct. At this point you can
adjust the crop of any item if you’d like. Once the first package is complete you’re ready to step to
the next client’s package.
You’ll notice play buttons at the bottom of the workspace with options to step back, play (step
forward), fast forward and stop. You can step through each package individually with the play
button. However, if you use the fast forward button, ROES will step through the entire order
automatically, populating each package and product as needed. Roes will stop each time it
encounters a package for the first time. This allows you to verify crop, orientation and text entry.
Once you’ve verified a package once, ROES will remember the crop/orientation changes you’ve
made and automatically apply those same changes to that package every time it’s ordered. It
will stop whenever it encounters a package or product for the first time, so you can make any
adjustments. Once you’ve addressed a product or package once, it will remember the adjustments
and apply them automatically.
Once ROES has reached the end of an order it will ask you if you would like to add the items to the
order. Answer yes, and each item will be added to the order and you’ll be taken to the shopping
cart.
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The shopping cart is the last place you will verify the order contents and modify any individual
items. If you want to change an option or crop, click on the ‘Pencil’ in the line item you are wanting
to modify. The product will open up in the workspace and allow you to make any modifications
necessary. You will want to save the final changes to the cart and continue reviewing the order.
Once complete upload the order as usual by selecting ‘Complete Order’.
‘Pencil’ tool – Allows you to make last minute changes to items in your shopping cart.
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